Mach7 Technologies Brings Solutions, Strategies, and Industry Experts
Together at the 101st RSNA Annual Meeting
Mach7 Showcases Award-winning Enterprise Imaging Platform, Introduces New QC
Module, and Offers Opportunity to “Ask the Experts” in Chicago
Burlington, VT – November 17, 2015 – Mach7 Technologies, award-winning provider of
medical image management solutions, will debut Mach7 Enterprise Imaging Platform
11.7 at the 101st gathering of the RSNA in Chicago. Announced in September, release
11.7 introduces enhancements and new functionality to improve end-user satisfaction
and simplify image management, access, and sharing across healthcare organizations.
Mach7 demos during RSNA include new and enhanced functionality in:
o Mach7 Universal Worklist
o Image Lifecycle Management
o Enterprise Image Sharing
o Mach7 Quality Control Module
Continued Solution Expansion Powered by Collaboration with Customer Experts
The Mach7 QC Module was created collaboratively with EIP customers including Capital
Radiology and offers greater support for deconstructed PACS environments. “In a large
and growing enterprise comprised of multiple PACS vendors, it was essential to
standardize our archive and communication to scale the business. Mach7 partnered
with us on building a zero-footprint QC workflow that will enable our technologists and
radiographers to scale consistently across the enterprise,” noted Chris Germon, chief
information officer, Capital Radiology.
Mach7's “Ask The Experts” program returns in 2015. Through peer-to-peer sessions,
conference attendees meet Mach7 customers and discuss how enterprise imaging
platforms are powering imaging strategies today. Sessions are available by appointment
daily during the conference at booth #7724. Visit mach7t.com/powerup to schedule an
appointment.
New at RSNA15 – Register to win a Mach7 Power Trip. During RSNA, Mach7 will give
away two, once-in-a-lifetime experiences. Enter to win a sunset helicopter tour of
Chicago or a stretch limo ride for 7! Visit mach7t.com/powerup or follow us on Twitter
for details.

About Mach7 Technologies
Mach7 Technologies is a global provider of enterprise image management systems that
allow healthcare enterprises to easily identify, connect, and share diagnostic image and
patient care intelligence where and when needed. Mach7’s award-winning platform
delivers complete image management including rapid record identification, integration,
synchronization and routing, advanced clinical viewing, and optimized vendor neutral
archiving. Mach7 has locations in the U.S., Asia, Australia, and the Middle East. Visit
www.mach7t.com. Follow us on Twitter, Google+, Facebook, and LinkedIn.
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